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Protein condensates resulting from liquid–liquid phase separation have long been studied as bio-
adhesives and coating materials for various applications. More recently, they are also being scrutinized
as models for membraneless organelles in cells. Quantifying their interfacial mechanics and rheology
at micrometer scales is vital for better understanding the physics underlying membraneless organelles
in cells and for developing and improving technological applications of protein condensates. This study
demonstrates how colloidal probe atomic force microscopy with an oscillating tip can be used to simul-
taneously investigate the interfacial mechanics and dynamic rheological properties of micro-scale protein
condensates, formed via carefully controlled capillary condensation. This new approach can access oscil-
lation frequencies ranging from 1 to 104 rad/s. By analyzing the data using an equivalent mechanical
model, three characteristic frequency domains for the mechanics of micro-scale protein condensates
are found: an interfacial tension-dominated domain at low frequencies, a transition domain (viscous-
to-elastic crossover) at intermediate frequencies, and an elasticity-dominated domain at high frequen-
cies, covering a broad range of time scales relevant in biology and technological applications of protein
condensates.
� 2022 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. This is an openaccess article under the CCBY license (http://

creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Protein condensates, also known as coacervates in colloid
science and chemistry, are the protein-rich phases formed through
liquid–liquid phase separation (LLPS) in protein solutions. LLPS can
take place in solutions containing single or multiple macro-
molecules, such as proteins and nucleic acids; it is usually driven
by weak interactions including electrostatic [1,2], cation-p [3],
hydrogen-bonding [4], or hydrophobic interactions [5]. As a result
of their complex composition and driving forces, protein
condensates exhibit diverse mechanical properties at different
length- and time scales [6–8]. Typically, while predominantly
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viscous fluids at longer timescales, they exhibit elastic properties
at shorter time scales.

At small length scales, below 100 lm, where the influence of
gravity is negligible, the mechanical properties of condensate dro-
plets are governed by their rheology and their interfacial tension
with the co-existing dilute phase, which tends to be quite low
(usually < 1 mN/m [9,10]). Mechanical properties of small conden-
sate droplets play a pivotal role in their technological applications
and in biological systems in which protein condensates occur. For
example, droplets of protein condensates formed via LLPS have
been studied for applications as underwater adhesives [11,12],
coatings [13], and core–shell microcapsules [14,15]. When they
serve as adhesives, high viscosity provides superior adhesion
strength. For coatings and microcapsules, the ultra-low interfacial
tension promotes the wetting and spreading of condensate dro-
plets at the interface [12]. More recently, protein condensates have
also received increasing attention in biology in the context of so-
called membraneless organelles (MLOs): intracellular structures
that include nucleoli [16], P granules [17,18], and stress granules
[19]. These liquid compartments are composed of nucleic acids
and various proteins and have sizes in the range of tens of nanome-
ters to several microns. Many simple protein condensate systems
have been developed as in vitro models to study the biophysics
of MLOs [20–22]. Numerous studies have shown that the mechan-
ical properties of MLOs are highly relevant to their functionalities
[23,24]. An example of such a functionality is that of a biochemical
reactor: protein condensate droplets can localize the molecules of
interest and physically separate them from other (macro-) mole-
cules in the cell to facilitate the reaction [25–27]. Their liquid nat-
ure allows for rapid transport inside the droplets as well as for
rapid exchange with the surrounding environment. For a number
of model systems of MLOs, it has been shown that they can
undergo slow and irreversible liquid-to-gel or liquid-to-glass tran-
sitions [28–31], providing a possible link between MLOs and dis-
eases related to pathological protein aggregation [32–35].

Hence, investigating the mechanics of small protein condensate
droplets not only paves the way for designing functional materials,
but also has the potential to deepen our understanding of the phy-
sics of living cells. In view of their characteristic length scales, in
describing their mechanics we always have to take into account
both their interfacial mechanics and bulk viscoelasticity simulta-
neously. Therefore, it would be highly useful to have an analytical
technique that can simultaneously probe the viscoelastic and
interfacial properties of small protein condensate droplets, ideally
at a wide range of timescales.

Various techniques have been explored to investigate the
mechanics and dynamics of protein condensates. Fluorescence
recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) and passive microrheology
techniques based on particle tracking can probe the (small defor-
mation) rheology of protein condensates, requiring only small
sample volume (several lL) [36,28]. However, these techniques
do not typically probe the interfacial mechanics. Active microrhe-
ology techniques investigate the stress–strain relation in the pres-
ence of external forces that are typically exerted by optical traps
(optical tweezers) [28,6], magnetic fields (magnetic colloids) [37],
piezoelectric actuators through a flexible cantilever (atomic force
microscope) [38], and pressure suction (micropipette aspiration)
[39]. These seem to be more promising choices to measure both
interfacial tension and rheology of protein condensates. Wang
and co-workers reported the use of micropipette aspiration to
quantify the interfacial tension and viscosity of condensates
formed by the LAF-1 RGG domain (a RNA binding region of P gran-
ules) at large time scales (> 1 s), where the condensates can be
treated as Newtonian fluids [39]. Condensates with more elastic
properties were only briefly discussed but not studied in detail.
The authors highlighted that it becomes challenging to operate this
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technique at frequencies higher than 10 Hz due to the inertia of the
aspiration system. Alternatively, optical tweezers have been used
to study the surface tension and frequency-dependent rheology
of protein condensate droplets formed by PGL-3 protein (major
component of P granules) as a function of salt concentration [6].
However, optical tweezing is restricted to small forces (in the pN
range) and therefore less suitable for condensates with higher elas-
ticity. Moreover, the complex shape of the condensate interface
between two colloidal spheres makes it difficult to quantitatively
analyze the data quantitatively. In this paper we use colloidal
probe atomic force microscopy (CP-AFM) to simultaneously probe
the interfacial tension and rheological properties. This technique
has been used previously to measure the ultra-low interfacial ten-
sions for segregative and associative LLPS systems [40,9,10]. In
these studies, CP-AFM was used to measure the pull-off force upon
retracting a capillary bridge formed between the probe and sub-
strate. The pull-off force has been attributed to the increase of
interfacial energy as the capillary bridge is stretched. In these stud-
ies, a low retraction velocity was used to avoid any influence of the
coacervate viscoelasticity on the measurement. Higher retraction
speeds, and oscillatory perturbations of the condensate capillary
bridge could in principle allow for a simultaneous characterization
of the coacervate interfacial mechanics as well as bulk
viscoelasticity.

Here, we report on such a CP-AFM based microrheology tech-
nique for simultaneously probing the viscoelastic and interfacial
properties of protein condensates, by employing oscillatory defor-
mations of a micron-scale capillary bridge formed by condensates
between a surface and a colloidal probe particle, as illustrated in
Fig. 1. To demonstrate that the method is robust and allows for
the characterization of condensates formed in complex mixtures,
as a model system we use condensates that we have previously
investigated for their use in microencapsulation [41]. These are
composed of a complex biopolymer mixture consisting of soy pro-
tein extract and gum arabic. Gum arabic is an anionic polysaccha-
ride that has a molecular weight of 240–580 kDa [42], and the
protein extracts contain various protein fractions from soybean
with molecular weights in the range of 20–80 kDa (Figure S4)
[41]. The protein condensates are obtained by mixing the polysac-
charide and protein solutions at moderately acidic pH, where the
protein components are positively charged and the polysaccharide
still carries a net negative charge.

As shown in Fig. 1A, using the CP-AFM, we impose a sinusoidal
deformation on the capillary bridge between the probe and sub-
strate of different frequencies. The stress response of protein con-
densates is obtained by monitoring the cantilever deflection
(Fig. 1B). Depending on the selection of cantilevers, the technique
can probe the stress response from milliseconds to seconds with
piconewton and nanometer precision, which is comparable with
optical tweezer-based active microrheology techniques [43]. The
need for only microliter quantities of the sample is a clear advan-
tage for materials that are difficult to obtain in large quantities,
such as protein components of MLOs. To obtain the interfacial
and bulk mechanical parameters from the CP-AFM data, we intro-
duce a simple mechanical model that highlights the contrasting
roles of viscoelasticity and interfacial tension in determining the
total mechanical response of protein condensates at micron- and
submicron length scales.
2. Materials and methods

2.1. Materials

Soy protein extracts (SPEs) were prepared from soybean flour
(Sigma–Aldrich, S9633) by dispersing the flour at low pH



Fig. 1. (A) Sketch of the capillary bridge of protein condensates composed of oppositely charged polymers. A spherical probe with a radius of R is attached to an AFM
cantilever and placed above a flat substrate at a separation of S. The angle h is the contact angle between the condensate and substrate. (B) Schematic side view of an AFM
cantilever moving upward from position 1 to 2. Dashed lines represent an imaginary position of the cantilever without deflection. (C) Micrograph of the colloidal probe used
in the present work. (D) Schematic overview of the capillary bridge, indicating the relevant length scales. In our experiment R ¼ 4 lm, S ¼ 40� 70 nm, and the oscillation
amplitude is 2 nm.
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(2.7–2.9), and centrifugation to remove insoluble matter (mainly
starch). Supernatants were freeze-dried for storage and later use.
SPEs were found to contain various protein fractions from soybean,
including beta-conglycinin and glycinin, which take up around 60%
of the total soy protein content. More details regarding the extrac-
tion and chemical information of the protein can be found in our
previous work [41]. Gum arabic (GA) (51198) was purchased from
Sigma–Aldrich. NaOH and HCl (1 and 0.1 N) solutions bought from
Merck were used to adjust pH. Milli-Q water was used in all
experiments.
2.2. Protein condensate preparation

Aqueous suspensions of protein condensates consisting of SPEs
and GA were prepared at a constant polymer ratio (SPEs:
GA = 1.375:1) at pH values ranging from 2.8 to 3.5. The particular
polymer ratio in this pH range for protein condensate formation
was taken from our previous work [41]. The total polymer concen-
tration (SPE plus gum arabic) was kept at 1.1875 mg/mL for all
samples prepared for CP-AFM microrheology measurements.
2.3. CP-AFM microrheology

All microrheology measurements were performed on a ForceR-
obot 300 (JPK), a type of atomic force microscope designed for
force spectroscopy. We glued a spherical silica particle (R � 4
lm) on an AFM cantilever with a spring constant around 0.1 N/
m, calibrated using a contact-based method. The colloidal particle
was glued on the cantilever by using UV curable adhesives and a
sharp needle made of a tungsten wire. The needle was sharpened
by anodic corrosion. First, we added a small drop of the adhesive
to the top of the cantilever, followed by deposition the particle
on the glue. Next, the glue was UV-cured to fix the particle on
the cantilever. Fig. 1C shows the colloidal probe used in the present
work. Silicon wafers were used as the substrate. We used a rubber
ring to create a chamber between the probe holder and substrate
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to perform measurements in liquids. AFM probes and substrates
were first treated using a plasma cleaner to remove contaminants
and subsequently rinsed with water to deactivate their surfaces.
The protein condensate suspensions were always freshly prepared
and equilibrated in the chamber for about one hour prior to
microrheology measurements. We have observed that the conden-
sate composed of soy protein and gum arabic became more viscous
and more solid-like after 1–2 days. Therefore, in the present work,
the condensates were always prepared and used on the same day
with roughly the same waiting period prior to performing
microrheology experiments to avoid the influence of aging on the
mechanical properties measured.

In a typical measurement, the probe was first brought into
direct contact with the substrate (S ¼ 0) to determine the absolute
separation and induce the capillary condensation. Next, the probe
was slowly lifted to a fixed separation with a constant velocity
(0.01 lm/s). The probe was kept at the constant separation for
30 s to let the capillary bridge grow and saturate. After that, the
probe was modulated to deform the capillary bridge with a con-
stant amplitude (�2 nm) in a wide range of angular frequencies
(from 2.512 to 2512 rad/s). Ten measurements were performed
at each frequency, and each measurement contains 25 periods of
sinusoidal modulation.

We mainly conducted two types of experiments. The first type
of experiment was meant to study the influence of the probe-
substrate separation on the stress response. This was done at a
fixed pH value of pH 3 with different separations (40, 50, 60, and
70 nm). In the second type of experiment we studied the stress
response of the protein condensates at different values of the pH
(2.8, 3.0, 3.2, and 3.5) at a fixed separation of 60 nm.
2.4. Bulk rheology

Bulk rheology measurements were conducted on an Anton Paar
rheometer301with a 25mmcone-plate geometry. The temperature
wasmaintained at 20 �C by a Peltier temperature control unit. A sol-
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vent trapwas used to keepwater fromevaporation duringmeasure-
ments. Protein condensates at different pH (2.8, 3.0, 3.2, and 3.5)
were prepared in the same way as the samples for microrheology
measurements but with a total polymer concentration ten times
higher (11.875 mg/mL). The continuous phase of the protein con-
densate was separated from the aqueous phase by centrifugation
(4500 rpm, 30min) and loaded on the rheometer formeasurements.
Frequency sweepswere performed on protein condensates from0.1
to 100 rad/s with a constant strain amplitude at 1%.
3. Results and discussion

3.1. Capillary bridge formation

To form a capillary bridge composed of protein condensates
between the colloidal probe and substrate, via capillary condensa-
tion, we follow the method introduced by Sprakel and co-workers
[40]. This technique has been applied to form capillary bridges in
LLPS systems, such as solutions filled with associative polymers
or oppositely charged polyelectrolytes [40,9]. The primary require-
ment for capillary condensation to take place in LLPS systems is
that the polymer-rich phase (rather than the polymer-poor excess
phase) should preferentially wet the surfaces of the colloidal probe
and the substrate. If this condition is met, capillary condensation
occurs spontaneously if the probe and substrate are close enough
when they are immersed in the polymer-dilute phase of a phase-
separated system. Due to the microscopic confinement and the
concave shape of the bridge, the capillary bridge can form already
at concentrations below the saturation concentration. Our experi-
ments are performed with the saturated dilute phase that coexists
with the condensate phase. According to Kelvin’s law, this would
correspond to an equilibrium capillary bridge with zero mean cur-
vature [40]. The capillary bridge typically forms by nucleation and
growth, where the growth of the bridge is limited by diffusion of
polymers. Since the polymer concentration in the dilute phase is
Fig. 2. Illustration of the experimental output at two specific angular frequencies (first
frequency domain (B,C and E,F) after performing FFT. Two data groups are selected from
(D) Amplitude A of the drive piezo ddrive (black) and cantilever deflection ddeflection (blue or
drawn to guide the eye. (B) and (E) Absolute value of the amplitude A of the drive piez
frequency x. (C) and (F) Phase lag u between the drive piezo and cantilever deflection ve
the direction of the drive piezo, the phase lag is determined by u ¼ /deflection � /drive � 1
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very low, this may be a slow process, and the development of a
fully saturated bride may take considerable time.

After an initial contact to trigger the capillary condensation, in
our procedure, we gradually lift the probe without breaking the
bridge to a constant separation S above the substrate for some time
to let the capillary bridge grow and equilibrate. We measure the
pull-off force with the same retraction velocity after different wait-
ing periods and find that the peak force reaches a plateau after
about 30 s at all separations we have studied (from 40 to
70 nm). We find that at larger separations stable bridges can no
longer be formed, probably because they become too thin and rup-
ture. We also find that keeping the probe at a constant separation
above the substrate with nanometer precision for longer than 30 s
often leads to inaccurate measurements due to drift of the system,
as well as due to other external effects, such as noise and vibra-
tions. Therefore, we use 30 s as the typical time for equilibrating
the capillary bridges.
3.2. Experimental output and data analysis using FFT (Fast Fourier
Transform)

After keeping the distance between the probe and substrate
constant for 30 s, we next apply a sinusoidal deformation to the
capillary bridge by moving the piezo actuator to which the back
end of the cantilever is attached up and down (as shown in
Fig. 1B), while monitoring cantilever deflection. Assuming we are
in the linear regime of the capillary bridge, we expect the output
signal to have the same frequency but different amplitude and pos-
sibly a different phase. To extract the amplitude and phase angle
from the output signal, we use Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), as
illustrated in Fig. 2, which compares the applied piezo movement
with the resulting cantilever deflection, as well as the FFT analysis,
for two oscillation frequencies, viz. 6.28 rad/s and 628 rad/s. As can
be seen in Fig. 2, the stress response at 6.28 rad/s has a much smal-
ler amplitude and more obvious phase lag than the stress response
at 628 rad/s. The amplitude A and phase lag u of the applied piezo
row 6.28 rad/s, and second row 628 rad/s) in time domain (A and D), as well as in
the protein condensate at pH 3 with a probe-substrate separation at 50 nm. (A) and
red) as a function of time t. Phase lag u is defined as indicated, and dashed lines are
o and cantilever deflection obtained from performing FFT as a function of angular
rsus angular frequency x. As the direction of the cantilever deflection is opposite to
80� , where / stands for the phase angle. The colors are consistent for each row.
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drive force and measured cantilever deflection are determined
quantitatively from their signals using FFT, as shown in Fig. 2B, E
for the amplitude and in Fig. 2C, F for the phase lag. For analyzing
the amplitude it is convenient to introduce the dimensionless
amplitude ratio C, which is the amplitude of the cantilever deflec-
tion divided by the amplitude of the drive piezo (both with dimen-
sion of length). The dependence of the amplitude ratio and phase
lag on the modulation frequency reflects the stress response in
the linear regime of the capillary bridge under the influence of
the applied sinusoidal deformation, which can be described using
appropriate mechanical modeling.

3.3. Modeling

To interpret the measured amplitude ratio-versus-frequency (C
vs x) and phase lag-versus-frequency (u vs x) curves in terms of
interfacial and bulk mechanical properties of the protein conden-
sates, we need a mechanical model for the response of the capillary
bridge to the imposed deformation. To do so, we construct a simple
equivalent mechanical model with springs and dashpots, as shown
in Fig. 3A. The model takes into account the interfacial tension, vis-
cosity and elasticity of the condensate, as well as the AFM can-
tilever, each through separate mechanical elements. The motion
of the probe particle is controlled by the cantilever, modeled as a
spring with stiffness kl. The capillary bridge is modeled having
mechanical elements representing the interfacial and bulk
response, in parallel. The interfacial response is here represented
as a purely elastic element with spring constant km. We assume
that the surface elastic effect captured in km is due to the perturba-
tion of the capillary force when the probe oscillates around S. Thus,
we can write FðSþ xÞ � FðSÞ þ xðdF=dHÞH¼S ¼ FðSÞ þ kmx, where
FðHÞ is the capillary force between the probe and the surface at
separation H, and where x donates the displacement of the probe.
The bulk response is modeled as a fluid having an elastic element
with spring constant kp and a viscous element with damping coef-
ficient bp in series. Our assumption of linearity implies that we
neglect the variations of bp; kp and km caused by the small changes
of the length of the capillary bridge during modulation. We also
assume that bp and kp are independent of the modulation fre-
quency x. As detailed in Supplementary Data (Section 1), the
resulting prediction for the amplitude ratio C and phase lag / are

CðxÞ ¼jCðxÞj ð1Þ
uðxÞ ¼ argðCðxÞÞ ð2Þ
where CðxÞ is the complex-valued function

CðxÞ ¼ 1� kl
kl þ km þ ðixbpkpÞ=ðixbp þ kpÞ �x2m

ð3Þ
Fig. 3. (A) Equivalent mechanical model for the CP-AFM setup. Amplitude ratio C (top) a
N.s/m and kp ¼ 1; km is ranging from 0 to 1 N/s (from dark to light purple). (C) km ¼ 0:0
km ¼ 0:01 N/m and bp ¼ 0:0015072 N.s/m, kp is ranging from 0.1 to 1 N/m (from dark to
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and m is the effective mass of the cantilever, m ¼ kl=ð2pf Þ2, where f
is its resonance frequency [44]. All our studies are carried out in the
overdamped regime, where the inertial term is negligible.

To illustrate the main physics encapsulated by the simple
mechanical model for the capillary bridge, we plot the CðxÞ and
uðxÞ versus the oscillation frequency x for three cases: varying
spring constant (km) for the surface elasticity, varying spring con-
stant (kp) for the bulk elasticity, and varying dashpot damping
coefficient (bp) for the bulk viscosity (each time keeping the other
two parameters constant). Results are shown in Fig. 3. First, con-
sider increasing km for the surface elasticity, keeping the parame-
ters kp and bp for the bulk viscoelasticity constant. As shown in
Fig. 3B, increasing km leads to, first of all, a higher amplitude ratio
since the force required to achieve the same deformation increases
now (Fig. 3B, top). Next, the balance between the surface elasticity
and the bulk viscoelasticity shifts to the direction of the surface
elasticity, with an overall more elastic response and hence a lower
phase lag (Fig. 3B, bottom). Both effects can be seen to occur
mainly at low frequency, where the surface elasticity dominates
the overall response: indeed, for low x, Eq. 3 reduces to
C � km=ðkl þ kmÞ. Next, consider increasing the damping coefficient
bp of the bulk viscosity (Fig. 3C). In contrast, an increase of bp

mainly affects the amplitude ratio at higher frequencies (Fig. 3C,
top) since at lower frequencies bulk viscous contributions are
low. Also, increasing bp shifts the characteristic timescale at which
the phase lag peaks, to higher frequencies (Fig. 3C, bottom). Finally,
the main effect of increasing kp for the bulk elasticity is to increase
the amplitude ratio at high frequencies (Fig. 3D, top), whereas not
much happens to the phase lag (Fig. 3D, bottom). Indeed, for high
x (but still in the regime where inertia is negligible), Eq. 3 gives
C � ðkm þ kpÞ=ðkl þ km þ kpÞ.

In summary, the mechanical model clearly demonstrates how
surface elasticity dominates the low frequency mechanical
response of the capillary bridge, how bulk viscosity in relation to
surface elasticity determines the characteristic time at which the
phase lag peaks, and how bulk elasticity dominates the high fre-
quency mechanical response. The mechanical model contains three
adjustable parameters (km; bp and kp) that we intend to fit to our
experimental data. The above analysis suggest that fitting should
be done in the following way: first fix km by fitting the amplitude
ratio at low frequencies since this is the only parameter that deter-
mines the amplitude ratio in the low-frequency domain. Next, bp is
adjusted to fit the frequency at which the amplitude inflects.
Finally, kp is adjusted to fit the amplitude ratio at high frequencies.
In the end, the same parameters should fit both the amplitude ratio
and the phase lag, hence we can use a fit to the phase lag as a con-
sistency check.
nd phase lag u (bottom) calculated from the mechanical model: (B) bp ¼ 0:0015072
1 N/m and kp ¼ 1; bp is ranging from 0 to 0.01 N.s/m (from dark to light blue). (D)
light red).
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3.4. Experimental results: varying length of capillary bridge

In a first series of experiments we explore how the mechanics of
the capillary bridge varies as we increase the length of the bridge,
i.e. the separation S between the substrate and the probe particle.
Experimental results for the amplitude ratio and phase lag as a
function of frequency, plus their analysis with the mechanical
model are shown in Fig. 4A and B. With the separation being
increased, the capillary force arising from the interfacial tension
decreases, probably because the bridge becomes thinner (which
corresponds to a smaller km in the mechanical model) and eventu-
ally vanishes at a critical separation beyond which capillary
bridges no longer exist. We find that for our conditions, for this
particular protein condensate and for the chosen probe size
(R � 4 lm), this critical separation is about 100 nm. The largest
distance for which we could obtain reliable measurements, was
S ¼ 70 nm. The smallest distance explored by us, S ¼ 40 nm, is pri-
marily set by the minimum displacement of the cantilever to pull
the probe particle away from the substrate. This minimum mea-
surement distance also avoids the influence of surface roughness
and confinement effects. The later is frequently encountered when
the distance is only a few molecular diameters or smaller, where
the molecular layers absorbed on the surface are squeezed out of
the gap, giving a stress response [44]. Moreover, confinement
Fig. 4. (A) Amplitude ratio C and (B) phase lagu as a function of angular frequencyx for
probe-substrate separations (stated in the legend). Fits to the mechanical model are plot
bars indicate the standard deviation of ten measurements. Fitting parameters (C: km , D: bp

S2. Solid line represents prediction from the theoretical model. Error bars show the rang
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effects could lead to an increase of rheology (bulk elasticity in
the model) of the capillary bridge compared with ”macro” bulk
measurements in a mm-scale rheometer.

By comparing the experimental results for the measured ampli-
tude ratios (Fig. 4)A and phase lags (Fig. 4B), it is clear that the
amplitude ratios can be obtained with much greater precision than
the phase lags. This is especially true for the lowest frequencies,
which may be related to the instability of the soft cantilever in
long-time measurements. Hence, we fit the values of the parame-
ters of the mechanical model to the amplitude ratio data, rather
than to the phase lag data. Focusing on the amplitude ratios shown
in Fig. 4A, it is clear that the frequency range accessible with the
CP-AFM technique fully encompasses the transition from the
regime dominated by surface elasticity at low frequencies, to the
regime dominated by bulk viscoelasticity at higher frequencies.
The mechanical model does a good job in fitting the amplitude
ratio versus frequency data. From the fits, we obtain values of
the mechanical constants km; bp and kp as a function of the length
S of the capillary bridge, and these are plotted in Fig. 4C-E.

To make headway in interpreting the dependence of the param-
eters of the mechanical model on the probe-substrate separation,
we try to quantitatively relate them to the interfacial tension, bulk
viscosity and bulk elasticity. The first step is to make an appropri-
ate estimation of the bridge shape. In our experiments, the phase
the measurements performed on the same protein condensate at pH 3 with different
ted as solid lines in the same color with the corresponding experimental data. Error
, and E: kp) as a function of the probe-substrate separation S. (F) k�2=3

m as a function of
e of the fitting parameters in which a good fit is still obtained visually.
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surrounding the capillary bridge is close to the binodal composi-
tion, i.e., saturation conditions apply. According to Kelvin’s law,
this means that in equilibrium, the Laplace pressure should vanish
and the bridge should have zero mean curvature. In Supplementary
Data, Figure S3 shows the results of numerical calculations of the
bridge shape for both a fully saturated bridge and an undersatu-
rated bridge. For a fully saturated bridge, the equilibrium shape
of the bridge can grow very large and form a full wetting layer
on the substrate when the contact angle is approaching to zero.
However, since the growth of the capillary bridge is governed by
diffusion of polymers, which is a slow process at these low polymer
concentrations, it is not likely that full equilibrium is achieved, and
the final bridge may be smaller than at full equilibrium. We fur-
thermore note that for a fully equilibrated capillary bridge, the cap-
illary force decreases in magnitude with increasing separation [40],
which would correspond to a negative spring constant km. This is
not in agreement with our experimental findings. This is another
indication that the bridge studied here may not be at full equilib-
rium yet.

Since we cannot measure the size of the capillary bridge
directly, we instead use a theoretical model that relates the capil-
lary force to the size of the bridge. We follow Israelachvili et al. and
Rabinovich et al. [45,46], who provided an expression for the cap-
illary force of a liquid bridge between a sphere and a plate as a
function of the separation distance S for constant bridge volume:

F ¼ �4pRc cos h
1þ S=d

� 2pRc sina sinðhþ aÞ ð4Þ

in which R is the radius of the probe, c is the interfacial tension, h is
the contact angle between the capillary bridge and substrate, a is
the filling angle, and d is a geometric parameter, given by
d ¼ Rð1� cosaÞ, see Fig. 1D. For capillary bridges at constant vol-
ume V, the filling angle a and the parameter d decrease with

increasing surface separation, d ¼ �Sþ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
S2 þ V=pR

q
[45]. The first

term in Eq. 4 accounts for the capillary pressure, and the second
term for the vertical component of the interfacial tension. For small
liquid bridges (i.e., a � p=2), the first term dominates. As shown in
Supplementary Data (Section 2), we can derive the interfacial spring
constant from this, assuming that the bridge volume remains
constant:

km ¼ 4Vc cos h

ðS2 þ V=pRÞ3=2
ð5Þ

We see that the spring constant depends non-linearly on the sepa-

ration distance S. According to Eq. 5, k�2=3
m should vary linearly with

S2 if V does not depend on S. Therefore, we plot k�2=3
m against S2

(Fig. 4F), which indeed gives a linear relation, from which the
unknown parameters (V and c cos h) in Eq. 5 can be determined
from the intercept and slope. This gives V ¼ 8:2� 106 nm3, and
c cos h ¼ 650 lN/m. Fig. 4C shows the plot of km against S alongside
a fit to Eq. 5 with the values determined above.

Assuming that the condensate completely wets the surface,
such that cos h � 1, we thus find c ¼ 650 lN/m, which is in the
range that is typically reported for the interfacial tension between
a condensate with its polymer-dilute phase (usually < 1 mN/m).
We note that our assumption of complete wetting, while com-
monly made [10,40], may not be completely accurate either. Previ-
ous studies have tried to estimate the contact angle of coacervate
droplets of synthetic polymers and of mussel adhesive proteins
with hyaluronic acid on silica and mica surfaces [9,47], and have
found that the contact angle could range from 0 to 54 degrees.
For a contact angle of 60 degrees, our estimate of c would be a fac-
tor of 2 too low.
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The parameters bp and kp, reflecting the rheological properties
of the condensate must depend on the viscosity and elasticity of
the condensates. The viscous stress of the condensate bridge due
to the imposed deformation can be approximated by assuming
an elongational flow in the bridge as it is stretched. This gives
rvis � ge

_� � ge _x=S, where ge is the extensional viscosity, and _� is
the rate of strain, which can be approximated as _x=S. The viscous

force applied to the area pb2 is then Fvis � pb2ge _x=S, where b is
the contact radius (Fig. 1D). We thus obtain
bp � pb2ge

S
ð6Þ
Similarly, the elastic stress of the condensate bridge during defor-
mation can be estimated by assuming an uniaxial extension of the
bridge, so that rel � E� � Ex=S, where E is the Young’s modulus,
and � � x=S is the strain. Therefore, the elastic force applied to the

area pb2 is Fel � pb2Ex=S, and the spring constant is given by
kp � pb2E
S

ð7Þ
From Eq. 6 and 7, we can see that bp and kp should vary in the same
way with S. In Fig. 4D & E, we plot the fitting parameters bp and kp as
a function of S alongside fits to Eq. 6 and 7, respectively. We note
that the contact radius b is on the order of 200 nm (as obtained from
the experimentally determined bridge volume) and depends on the
separation S for deformation at constant volume V (with

b2 ¼ R2 � ðR� dÞ2). The best fits to Eq. 6 and 7 are obtained with
ge ¼ 500 Pa�s and E ¼ 4� 105 Pa. Bulk rheology shows that the
complex shear viscosity of the condensate is around 40 Pa�s when
sheared at 10 rad/s (which is in the same frequency range as where
the viscosity has the largest influence on our AFM experiments).
Assuming that the extensional viscosity is three times the shear vis-
cosity, we have ge ¼ 120 Pa�s from our bulk rheology data, which is
of the same order of magnitude as the extensional viscosity
obtained from bp, especially considering the crude estimate of a
cylindrical extensional flow in the bridge. The elasticity of our con-
densate strongly depends on the frequency (Figure S2). Since the
effect of kp becomes important at high frequencies (> 103 rad/s)
in the AFM experiments, we expect that the Young’s modulus inter-
preted from kp may also correspond to the condensate elasticity at

high frequencies (> 103 rad/s), which are usually not accessible for
conventional rheometers (Figure S2). However, extrapolating the
storage moduli measured using bulk rheology to x � 103 rad/s
and assuming an incompressible condensate, so that E ¼ 3G, we
find values that are of the same order of magnitude as in our AFM
experiments.

From Fig. 4C-E, it can be seen that the fitting parameters (km; bp

and kp) decline rapidly as the separation increases from 0 to 80 nm.
They become infinitely small at larger separations, which indicates
the vanishing of the capillary bridge. This result is in good agree-
ment with the observation that the capillary bridge no longer
exists when the separation is above 100 nm.

In the present work, we provide a theoretical model to relate
the fitting parameters obtained from plotting the spring-dashpot
model to their corresponding physical properties. The approxima-
tions are very useful in catching the general trend of these physical
properties. They could provide vital information on some charac-
teristic features of protein condensates, such as the interplay of
the interfacial tension and viscoelasticity of the protein conden-
sate, which will be discussed in the following section.
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3.5. Experimental results: varying pH of protein condensates

We have also established the dependence of the mechanical
parameters on pH, a key variable determining the molecular inter-
actions in the condensate. Figure S5 shows the morphology of
coacervate droplets at different pH. As shown in Fig. 5A and B,
the experimental data is well captured by the mechanical model.
From pH 2.8 to 3.5, the protein condensate with higher pH shows
a larger amplitude ratio in the low-frequency domain, indicating a
higher interfacial tension. As the frequency increases, the protein
condensate with a higher interfacial tension also exhibits higher
viscoelasticity. This trend agrees with the bulk rheology data (Fig-
ure S2), which shows that the protein condensate is transformed
from a flexible liquid state to a more compact and condensed vis-
coelastic structure with increasing pH. Although both the interfa-
cial tension and viscoelasticity of protein condensates increase
when pH goes up, the microrheology data reveals that increasing
pH has greater impact on the viscoelasticity than interfacial ten-
sion since the interfacial tension dominated-domain is reduced
when pH is changed from 2.8 to 3.5, especially in the range of
2.8 and 3.0.
Fig. 5. (A) Amplitude ratio C and (B) phase lag u as a function of angular frequency x for
legend) with a constant probe-substrate separation at 60 nm. Error bars indicate the sta
solid lines in the same color with the corresponding experimental data. Fitting elements u
properties (C: km and interfacial tension c; D: bp and viscosity g; E: kp and Young’s modu
markers. Dashed lines are drawn to guide the eye. Error bars indicate the range of fittin
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Next, we plot the fitting elements (km; bp and kp) used for plot-
ting the model in Fig. 5A and B and the physical properties inter-
preted from the fitting elements based on Eq. 5, 6. The results
are shown in Fig. 5C-E. It can be clearly seen that the interfacial
tension and viscoelasticity of the protein condensate change dra-
matically (several times larger) when the pH is slightly increased
(from 2.8 to 3.5). The change in condensate viscoelasticity is con-
sistent with the data measured from bulk rheology. The interfacial
tension increases when the protein condensate undergoes a liquid-
to-solid transition.

4. Conclusions

In conclusion, we have demonstrated a novel microrheology
technique based on CP-AFM to simultaneously probe the interfa-
cial mechanics and rheological properties of protein condensates
across a wide range of time scales. CP-AFM has been previously
used to characterize LLPS systems in a quasi-static mode [40,9];
the oscillatory CP-AFM method presented here gives access to
additional, frequency-dependent material properties. We show
that the stress response of the capillary bridge under sinusoidal
the measurements performed on protein condensates at different pH (stated in the
ndard deviation of ten measurements. Fits to the mechanical model are plotted as
sed for plotting the mechanical model in panel A and B and the interpreted physical
lus E) as a function of pH. Colors of the y-axis are consistent with the corresponding
g parameters that still give a reasonable fit visually.
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modulation can be well described by a simplified mechanical
model assuming that the viscoelastic elements of protein conden-
sates are independent of frequency. Our results indicate that there
are three characteristic frequency domains of the model protein
condensate: at low frequencies, the stress response is dominated
by interfacial tension, at intermediate frequencies, there is a
cross-over from viscous to elastic response, and at high frequen-
cies, the protein condensate behaves as a purely elastic material.
Furthermore, we provide theoretical arguments to translate the fit-
ting parameters obtained from the model to the corresponding
physical properties. This makes our method suitable for measuring
the interfacial and bulk mechanical properties of some precious
biological samples, such as protein–RNA condensates, with the
need of only microliter quantities.

Compared with micropipette aspiration [39], the CP-AFM tech-
nique and theoretical model presented in this work are not limited
to the study of condensates with Newtonian fluid properties. Our
approach thus paves the way for investigating viscoelastic conden-
sates in a broader range of time scales. The CP-AFM technique pro-
vides an alternative and complementary method to the recently
established microrheology technique based on optical traps for
studying condensates [28,6,48]. Since the force range of AFM
extends to higher forces than that of optical tweezers, our method
is suitable also for condensates with higher elasticity. Moreover,
liquid bridges are much easier to analyze in the sphere-plate
geometry of the AFM than in the sphere-sphere geometry in an
optical tweezers experiment [45], which makes it easier to extract
physical properties of the condensates.

In our analysis, we have made several assumptions, for example
that the bridge neck radius is significantly smaller than the particle
radius, that the volume of the liquid bridge is constant and that
there is no pinning of the contact line. We hope that future studies
will be able to directly test these assumptions, for example by
combining force measurements with direct visualization of the liq-
uid bridges using confocal microscopy, or by systematically vary-
ing the wettability and roughness of the surfaces. Also, in our
analysis, we have adopted the simplest description of viscoelastic-
ity (i.e., the Maxwell model); it will be interesting to explore other,
more realistic viscoelastic models. We hope that the present work
will stimulate these future studies, and that our method will be
used to characterize the interfacial and bulk rheological properties
of condensates, including biological membraneless organelles
in vitro as well as industrially relevant protein condensates.
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